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Abstract 
Fibre Bragg Grating (FBG) sensors have been installed along 
an existing line for the purposes of train detection and weight 
measurement.  The results show fair accuracy and high 
resolution on the vertical force acted on track when the train 
wheels are rolling upon.  While the sensors are already in 
place and data is available, further applications beyond train 
detection are explored. This study presents the analysis on the 
unique signatures from the data collected to characterise 
wheel-rail interaction for rail defect detection.  Focus of this 
first stage of work is placed on the repeatability of signals 
from the same wheel-rail interactions while the rail is in 
healthy state.  Discussions on the preliminary results and 
hence the feasibility of this condition monitoring application, 
as well as technical issues to be addressed in practice, are 
given. 
1 Introduction 
Fibre Bragg Grating (FBG) sensors are narrow band optical 
reflectors that are induced inside standard telecommunication 
fibres using UV light to form permanent periodic refractive 
index change in the 10 μm-diameter fibre core.  FBG sensors 
are essentially reflection Bragg gratings and they reflect light 
with wavelength, also known as Bragg’s wavelength, that 
satisfies the Bragg’s condition [1].  Strain induced to FBG 
sensor causes a shift in its Bragg wavelength.  As a result, the 
sensors can be employed as highly sensitive strain gauges.  
More importantly, the measured strains are represented by the 
variations in wavelength, which is an absolute parameter and 
hence not subject to signal attenuation over distance. 
 
A FBG interrogator provides broadband optical light sources, 
with spectral width of up to 100 nm, and detects the change of 
wavelength of the reflected light from the FBG sensors.  The 
spectral width of a typical FBG sensor is about 0.2 nm and 
therefore about 1.0 nm of optical bandwidth is needed for an 
FBG to measure strain up to +/- 300 με.  This means that it is 
possible to line up 100 (100 nm/1.0 nm) FBG sensors on a 
single strand of optical fibre.  In other words, only one 
connection is needed to monitor all the 100 FBG sensors.  It 
is an overwhelming advantage over conventional sensors 
which usually require 3 connection wires for each sensor.  
Standard telecommunication fibre has extremely low 
attenuation and remote monitoring of FBGs over tens of 
kilometres is possible.   Another unique advantage of FBG 
sensors is its immunity to electromagnetic interference as 
light, instead of electrical signal, is the medium of data 
transmission.  Further, small size and ease of installation [2] 
enable FBG sensors to become a new generation of sensing 
devices in various applications. 
 
In railway applications, FBG sensors have been installed over 
a long stretch of track in order to detect train presence in the 
similar way as axle counters [3,4].  Fig. 1 shows the 
installation of a FBG sensor with the protective brace.  Wheel 
presence detection at a particular point is realised by attaching 
a FBG sensor on the fringe of rail and measuring its Bragg 
wavelength shift when a train runs pass the point.  Typical 
strain coefficient of the FBG sensors is 1.2 pm/με.   
  
 
Figure 1: Installation of a FBG sensor on the rail 
 
The typical sequence of signals collected by a FBG sensor, 
when the train (i.e. consecutive bogies) runs on the rail, is 
illustrated in the middle of Fig. 2.  Each pulse corresponds to 
each wheel-rail interaction.  The results show fair accuracy 
and high resolution on the vertical force acted on the track 
when the wheels are rolling upon [5].  The sampling 
frequency is rather low, within 50-250Hz, in this setup as 
such application does not require any higher.  Other 
applications on railways also include train weight 
measurement and vertical movement monitoring of rail 
sleepers [6].  On other areas, FBG sensors have been 
employed extensively on condition monitoring for large 
structures and buildings [7]. 
 
 
Figure 2: Signals on wheel-rail interactions from the FBG 
sensor 
 
While the sensors are already in place along a section of track 
on the East-Rail line of MTR in Hong Kong and data is 
available, further applications beyond train detection are 
exploited.  Rail defect detection is one of the most important 
permanent-way maintenance issues as the integrity of the rail 
is instrumental to the reliability, availability and safety of the 
railway services.  The signals picked up by a FBG sensor 
from a wheel-rail interaction are the sources of information 
on the condition of the rail in the vicinity.   
 
In this paper, the feasibility of using FBG sensors in rail-
defect detection is investigated.  Methodologies and 
difficulties of analysing the signal characteristics and 
identifying the signatures of healthy rails are presented.  This 
work serves as a preliminary study of automated remote 
condition monitoring of rail tracks, in an attempt to 
revolutionise rail defect diagnosis and even prognosis. 
2 Track condition monitoring practices 
Rail defect gives rise to safety and service quality concerns.   
An effective means to monitor the rail and locate the faults or 
potential hazards is of utmost importance. 
 
Visual inspection has been the most primitive means of rail 
defect detection.  Internal defects may be overlooked and an 
inspector can only examine a short distance per day, which is 
not acceptable for the demands of modern railways, 
particularly for heavily used lines.  An early attempt of 
adopting a more scientific approach involved energising the 
rail with magnetic flux and then picking up variations in the 
residual magnetism [8].   
 
The adoption of ultrasonic detection in recent years has 
significantly improved the efficiency of rail defect detection 
[9,10].  The equipment was mounted on a self-powered car 
and a hand inspection was made along the line.  While this 
approach is useful in identifying various types of defects, it 
does not discriminate the causes of defects, nor does it predict 
potential defects.  Further, the operation of the equipment still 
heavily relies on human operators.  It is worth noting that the 
above inspections are only conducted when the railway line is 
not in service.   
 
Strain gauges, magnetic coils and Hall sensors are other 
popular defect detectors.  The data is processed at the track 
side and passed by telephone link (or other communication 
means) to a central control room [11].  This setup enables 
automatic and remote monitoring; however, the bandwidth of 
the communication channel limits the number of detection 
devices.  The information received may not be rich enough 
for more complicated analysis.  Another drawback is that the 
communication link is usually prone to electromagnetic 
interference in an electrified railway.   
 
The current technologies of rail defect detection are barely 
adequate for congested or large-scale railway network.  An 
efficient, accurate, versatile and reliable tool for defect 
identification and analysis is necessary for the next generation 
of asset management in railways.  The FBG sensor approach 
is able to facilitate a low-maintenance, low-cost, high-
bandwidth and expandable set up for fully automated remote 
rail monitoring.   
3 Signal processing and analysis 
The signal collected from a FBG sensor adhered to the track 
when a train wheel is running over is the data available for 
processing and analysis.  The process should consist of two 
main steps, a) signature identification to establish the 
reference for healthy rail; and b) comparing data with the 
reference to determine the condition of the rail. 
 
Signature identification is to find the characteristics of the 
signal from the rail in good health.  It should be noted that the 
characteristics of the signal from one FBG sensor is likely to 
be different from that of another sensor because of their 
different locations and hence ambient conditions.  The 
variations of sleepers, foundation, soils, surrounding 
equipment and setup (such as junction point or track layout) 
and even the orientation of the sensors during installation may 
lead to differences in the signal contents.  Hence, it is 
essential to ensure, from the beginning, that when all external 
conditions are the same, there is a repeatable and recognisable 
signature in the signal from the same FBG sensor; or at least 
there is only a confined range of deviations from such 
reference. 
 
With a reference (if any) established, subsequent signals from 
the same sensor are then compared with the reference to find 
out how close they are to the reference so that the health 
condition of the track can be fully reflected.  An allowance 
may be introduced in the comparison to accommodate limited 
fluctuations.  As data is available whenever a train passes by, 
monitoring is literally continuous.  Thus, not only is diagnosis 
of track condition possible, prognosis is also a realistic 
prospect. 
 
This study primarily focuses on the first step.   The data 
available so far is on healthy rails only from an existing line 
as any section of rail with identified defect is replaced 
immediately.  The second step however requires FBG sensor 
data from rails with known defects.  The following sections 
introduce the signal processing techniques to realise the two 
steps above. 
3.1 Wavelet transforms 
The FBG sensor signal of a wheel-rail interaction is in the 
shape of a short pulse.  The pulse provides the unique 
information of the wheel-rail interaction, signifying the states 
of the two parties.  However, the pulse may carry other 
information, such as train speed and weight, which obscures 
the actual characteristics of the wheel-rail interactions.  In 
addition, the need to sufficiently elaborate on the 
characteristics in order to deduce defect and prognosis is not 
helped by the fact that each pulse only lasts for a short period 
of time (usually a fraction of a second).   
 
Fourier transform is one of the commonly used approaches to 
extract the frequency spectrum, a distinct property, of a signal, 
but only for stationary signals.  Given that the pulses on 
wheel-rail interactions are non-stationary, wavelet transforms 
[12] are thus more appropriate to provide the insight of 
frequency spectrum over consecutive time windows during 
the course of the signal pulses.   
 
Since its introduction more than two decades ago [13], the 
concept of wavelets has evolved to a more practical form in 
wavelet transforms [14].  Applications of wavelet transforms 
started in the area of signal processing and spread over 
various disciplines.  Applications on railway engineering are 
also emerging recently on short-circuit faults detection [15] 
and transient analysis in electrified railways [16].  Indeed, 
wavelet transforms have also been employed in rail defect 
diagnosis [17].  A set of decomposed signals at distinct 
frequency bands, which contains independent dynamic 
information, is provided by wavelet transforms.  It is 
therefore possible to find out if repeatable signatures are 
present in the signals from FBG sensors; and, if so, where 
they are on the frequency spectrum. 
3.2 Correlation 
Correlation is a commonly adopted technique to measure the 
similarity between two signals [18].  It is useful for 
comparing signals with a pre-defined reference and attaining 
the closeness between them.  Auto-correlation enables 
analysis of the characteristics of one signal whilst cross-
correlation between two signals indicates how similar they are. 
 
As the signals from the FBG sensors may be of different 
magnitudes due to difference in the train weight, the signals at 
each level of decomposition by wavelet transforms (i.e. 
different frequency bands) are then normalised prior to the 
correlation process so that the comparison is performed on the 
same basis.  The comparisons are carried out on individual 
levels of decomposition respectively. 
4 Results and discussions 
Real-life data collected from the FBG sensors installed near 
the Fo Tan Station on the East Rail of MTR is analysed.  In 
order to check for the repeatability of the signals, data of the 
same bogie of the same train, taken at the same time of the 
day over more than two months, is retrieved so that the speed 
and weight of the train are very much comparable (i.e. close 
external conditions).  The state of the rail is known to be 
healthy during the measurement period.  The sampling rate of 
the FBG sensor is 1kHz.  Figs. 3a and 3b give the examples 
of data collected on two different days when the same bogie 





Figure 3a & b: Examples of data collected when one bogie is 
running upon the FBG sensor 
4.1 Results 
The data is then subject to the process of wavelet transforms.  
Daubechies mother wavelet is employed in this study while 
others are also possible.  Fig. 4 illustrates the decomposed 
signals of the data in Fig. 3a over the successive frequency 
bands.  The lowest band covers the frequency range of 2.6-5.2 
Hz.  However, further decomposition may not be able to offer 
more useful information as the number of samples shrinks 
while de-sampling continues with each decomposition level. 
 
 
Figure 4: Decomposed signals after wavelet transforms 
 
The auto-correlation on each decomposed level of signal, as 
shown in Fig. 5, reveals that the first four levels (i.e. high-
frequency components) mainly consists of noise because of 
the single distinctive strong burst in the middle; and hence the 
signal signature should be contained in the subsequent levels 
(i.e. low-frequency components).   
 
Sets of data from sensors at different locations are collected 
and analysed.  The results further verify that the 
characteristics of the signals are buried at the lower frequency 
range, usually below 40Hz.  More importantly, the pattern in 
each decomposed level is very much similar, which suggests 
repeatability of the signals to a substantial extent. 
 
 
Figure 5: Auto-correlation of each decomposed level 
 
The repeatability of signals from the same sensor can be 
illustrated by the cross-correlation between signals.  As an 
example, Fig. 6 shows the cross-correlation at each 
decomposed level between the signals in Figs. 3a and 3b.   
 
The difficulty for the next step, i.e. monitoring the health 
condition of the rail, inevitably rests on establishing an 
objective quantitative measure of the similarity of the signals 
and then finding an appropriate threshold for the comparisons 
of data (or identifying anomalies in the FBG sensor signals). 
 
 
Figure 6: Cross-correlation between two signals from the 
same FBG sensor  
4.2 Discussions 
The preliminary results show that the signals picked up by the 
same FBG sensor, when a bogie is running upon the rail 
under the same or very close conditions (e.g. train speed and 
weight) are fairly consistent over the test period of two 
months.  The signal processing techniques to analyse the 
signals are also verified as the frequency spectrum, in 
successive frequency levels, of the signals is attained through 
wavelet transforms.  The signature of the signals is found to 
be among the low frequency range, below 40 Hz.  
Comparison of signals to draw similarity (or to identify 
anomalies to reflect deteriorated state of the rail) is carried out 
by correlation.  Despite the promising initial results, through 
the experience of this study, there are still a number of issues 
to be addressed in order to fully utilise FBG sensors for rail-
defect detection in practice. 
 
The obvious difficulty is to define a quantitative threshold to 
reliably discriminate healthy and defective rail.  Correlation 
only provides the means but the data needs to be adjusted 
prior to the correlation process.  For example, the train weight 
may vary rather significantly in real-life operation, which 
leads to changes in the magnitude of the FBG sensor signals 
collected.  While the magnitude is not part of the signature of 
interest, correlation uninvitingly connects magnitudes of the 
signals to their similarity.  As a result, the signals require 
normalisation in magnitude and even power contents.  On the 
other hand, different train speeds might give similar pattern of 
FBG sensor signals but on different time scales.  Certain re-
scaling becomes necessary before correlation to deal with 
signals from different train speeds.   
 
The signal signature can be blurred by various operational 
scenarios, such as another train running on the adjacent track.  
A database of signals collected under such conditions should 
be available during the process of setting the decision 
threshold in order to eliminate false alarms.  Indeed, given the 
wide range of variations in operation, a reference range, 
instead of a single threshold, is more likely to be appropriate 
for decision-making on healthy and defective tracks. 
 
The lack of FBG sensor signals collected from defective rails 
imposes another obstacle.  Should the characteristics of 
signals on identified defective rails be known, the comparison 
process may focus on certain features (or frequency range) of 
the signals and offer more effective discrimination.  While 
defective rail is usually replaced as soon as it is located, close 
cooperation with the operator or a setup at the depot to 
generate benchmark FBG sensor signals is always desirable. 
 
Having located the signal signature at the low frequency 
range, the results in this study do not necessarily give the 
complete signature as it may span over to even lower 
frequency range where the wavelet transform decomposition 
does not yet cover.  To enable further decomposition through 
wavelet transforms, more data samples have to be taken 
during a wheel-rail interaction.  In other words, a higher 
sampling rate is required.  It means either a FBG interrogator 
with higher sampling capability (i.e. more expensive 
equipment) or an interrogator with a light source of narrower 
spectra width and hence serving smaller number of sensors 
(i.e. less cost-effective setup).  
 
A FBG sensor is of a few centimetres long and only a limited 
number of sensors can be installed along the rail.  Rail defect, 
when it occurs, is not likely to be exactly at the same location 
of a sensor.  The distance for a FBG sensor to effectively 
detect a rail defect is an important feature in the feasibility of 
this remote-sensing condition monitoring scheme. 
5 Conclusions 
This paper presents a preliminary study on applying FBG 
sensors on rail-defect detection.  The results illustrate that 
there is a certain consistent signature within the signals from 
the wheel-rail interactions under the same operational 
conditions; and the signature of the signals can be identified 
and extracted by employing suitable signal processing 
techniques.   
 
The experiences from this study also highlight the potential 
difficulties in realising this remote-sensing setup in practice.  
They are undoubtedly very useful for defining further works 
and seeking for enhancements on both effectiveness and 
reliability of defect detection. 
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